
Player Character Dialog Barks Item Descriptions

Picking up items While Chased 
Hacking a computer/ camera 

[Listed easy to hard difficulty] Runner Tattoos

The prefect way to say "I'm edgy."  

BARK 1 Well what do we have here? Wheezing Huh, that's all? ODYSSEY Implant It's beatuful, shiek and always watching you.
BARK 2 Huh-what's that? Don't you ever give up? That was easy. Grappling Hook Is there any better way to hurtle yourself from rooftop to rooftop?
BARK 3 Nice! How far can these guys run? Alright.
BARK 4 I'll take that. Shit shit shit. Almost….gotcha! Lore Entries 

BARK 5 Hmm… Al-most-there. Gotcha! Runner Tattoos

You can be a free-runner without one of these beautiful works of art. Every runner gets one after the first 
successful drop. Each tattoo is custome tailored to the runner who chooses both the subject of the tattoo and 
it's signature color. 

BARK 6 I could use that. Grunts of frustration Almost there… ODYSSEY Implant

Brought to you by Odyssey Inc. this userfirendly device plugs the wearer into the city grid allowing them 
access to the cities afriticial superintendent, Query. This little guy will help you navigate your way through the 
city with ease. Odyssey may cause headaches, migranes, temporal bleeding and other minor side effect, 
please contact a represenative if you feel any discomfort. 

BARK 7 Mine now. Coughing son-of-a… Grappling Hook 
Something only runners could come up with, this grappling hook is stronger than it looks. With new and 
improved magnetic grips, runners can easily traverse rooftops with little worry of falling.

BARK 8 Hello there. You can make it. come on, come on, come on 

BARK 9 Thaank you.
Hee-hee-hoo (specific breathing 
pattern) Who designed this?

BARK 10 Hello. phew 
Whaaat am I supposed to do 
with this?

Security NPC Dialog Barks
BARK 1 Suspicious - Spotted player Netural - Two together Chasing
BARK 2 Huh? Whistling Stop!
BARK 3 What's that? Humming to self Get back here!

BARK 4 Maybe it was just the wind. Hey man would you shut up? Holy shit how fast can they run?

BARK 5 I definitely saw something.
Did you catch the game last 
night? I'll get you!

BARK 6 Hello?
You think those Runners are 
real? Wheezing and coughing.

BARK 7 Keep it together man.
I mean you ever actually seen a 
runner?

Get…back…oh-my-god (out of 
breath).

BARK 8
I'm just going to pretend I didn't 
see that. 

I can't believe they're remaking 
another movie. When will they 
come up with something new? I said stop!

BARK 9 Huh-what was that? Deep sighs. Get 'em!

BARK 10 Hmm..I should check that out.

One time, back in Chicago, I 
saw a runner. Don't give me that 
look man, it's true I swear! We've got a runner!
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